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Take a fresh look at floral appliqué• 14 sophisticated floral appliqué projects include pillows,
table runners, and small tapestry-style quilts and wall hangings• Full-size templates for 45
appliqué flowers, 2 butterflies, and 5 borders• Stitch up the projects as shown, or mix-and-match
patterns to create your own masterpiecePlant an indoor garden with a bounty of lyrical appliqué
designs. All the project patterns are interchangeable, so you can create endless combinations of
flowers and leaves. See how color-saturated cottons, vibrant silks, and tone-on-tone chintzes
breathe new life into botanical appliqué.

Take a fresh look at floral applique with 14 sophisticated applique projects, including pillows,
table runners and small tapestry style quilts and wall hangings. The book provided full-size
templates for 45 applique flowers, 2 butterflies and 5 borders. The designs have a real Jacobean
essence and are hand worked. There are helpful instructions on how to use today's modern
fabric and still create an antique look. This is a lovely book and perfect for those who prefer hand
sewing. (Fabrications, June 1, 2011)Are you looking for a way to add more beautiful flowers into
your life this time of year? I know for many of us the only place we see fresh flowers this time of
year is at the florist. Deborah Kemball offers a wonderful way to bring more beauty into your life.
Her book offers 14 sophisticated floral applique projects, varying in size from pillows to quilts.
She includes templates for 45 different applique flowers, two butterflies and five borders. The
book is also filled with wonderful tips to make your work a success, eg: fussy cutting fabrics for
some of the flowers. You'll enjoy mixing the various flowers to create your own individual project.
(The Professional Quilter Magazine, Spring 2012)
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           Pages 11 - 138 are not included in this sample.

Simple Applique: Approachable Techniques, Easy Methods, Beautiful Results! The Ultimate
Applique Guidebook: 150 Patterns, Hand & Machine Techniques, History, Step-by-Step
Instructions, Keys to Design & Inspiration
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Ray and Kathie, “Beautiful and inspiring a new quilt for autumn!. The book was in perfect
condition, had never been opened. The quilts and patterns were stunning, combining appliqué
and embroidery detail to my fabric art. She simplifies the process of detailed appliqué with great
instructions. Highly recommend!”

Johannah Timbreblue, “Good book, not for me. I'm an embroiderer who wanted to learn more
about appliqué ... This book has stunning quilt appliqué projects, but the embroidery is minimal.
I guess that's a plus if you're not into embroidery! Good book, lots of eye candy, but not helpful
for me seeking to learn more embroidered embellishment techniques.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very nice book. I am happy with this purchase, lots of patterns with good
explanations. Not crazy about the fact that you have to enlarge 200% to get the full size pattern
but probably no other way to include all the patterns in one book otherwise. You will be happy
with this purchase.”

Distaff, “Deserves six stars. gorgeous applique. Love this book. Kemball's work is beautiful.
She gives directions for how she puts the flowers together, and patterns to trace. She does
things a bit differently from what I've found from other applique quilters on YouTube, yet I'm
finding I mostly pefer Kemball's direct methods. Needle turn applique is not the easiest thing in
the world to do well, but Practice! Just work with some scraps to begin with. Florals are
forgiving, and the final results will be worth it.”

eathompson, “Take your needlework up a step in design, colorways, and techniques.. There are
ideas by the dozen in this book for traditional styled plants in the vein of Williamsburg or
Plymouth projects. You can see color combinations, leaves, vines, and tendrils, and all sorts of
flowers that can be used or replicated for your needlework. I would prefer these paperback
books with spiral binders so I could lay them open flat, but it is otherwise a beautifully done
book. If I use it as much as I expect to, I will run it to my local office store and have them spiral
bind it for a $1. While I enjoy many styles of botanicals in my projects, the old traditional motifs
are never wrong and can always be modified.  This book offers so many of those motifs.”

Mollybawn, “All you really need is a needle and thread!. This book demystifies the dreaded "A"
word for stitchers who'd like to try applique but are afraid it's too difficult. The book is beautiful
and the author makes you believe you too could do this! I especially like that she sticks with
simple tools so you don't have to go out and buy all the gadgets available today! A needle,
thread and scissors are really still all you need. And courage! Which the author
supplies...Wonderful book, even if you never picked up needle and thread!”



Nancy L. Glass, “Wonderful!. This book is fantastic. It offers some of the most inspiring and
beautiful applique quilts I have seen. It makes me want to get out my scraps and start on not just
one but many new projects. I highly reccommend this boot to the quilter as well as to anyone
interested in fine art. This book is a great addition to the quilters library as well as to the coffee
table.”

meme quilts, “Beautiful appliqué!. Beautiful appliqué, patterns are perfectly laid out and
directions clear. Love this book!i”

JIVER, “Beautiful Book.. The included patterns and designs are for turned needle applique with
loads of movement and texture... but the pull out patterns could be used for raw edge work too.
Can simply copy the projects and designs... as placement diagrams are clear...or mix and match
to make and use in your own projects. Inspiration. Super intracate florals...like old tapastries...
so not for the faint hearted...but the instructions for each skill needed are spot on excellent with
loads of little tips. Feels like Deborah Kemball is talking to just you. Freezer paper, fine needles
and loads of patience needed...but what incredible 'pat yourself on the back' results.”

1ALPHADELTA, “Wonderful Designs for a beginner. This book contains the most beautiful
designs I have ever come across. I am new to applique and it will certainly help and inspire me
as I starts a new interest.”

C. Broadhead, “It's as  discribed. Lovely book can't wait to have a go with some of the disigns”

The book by Taylor David has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 224 people have provided feedback.
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